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The gameplay technology provides players with more control while playing the game, both in terms
of their movement and in dictating the flow of the game. Players’ in-game character movements are
now more agile and realistic. Several new animations have been added to the player’s running and
shooting, bringing a more athletic feel to these features. Players now have more control over their
horizontal and vertical trajectory by twisting and turning more precisely to avoid tackles, headers
and other ball-related situations. In addition, players have greater control of their pace as the new
pedaling system allows players to accelerate and brake more naturally, making it easier to
manoeuvre and find space. EA Sports has also expanded the number of actions available for
skillshots, including the new, aforementioned Ultra Boost Pass. Players can now use the Multi-Knee
Shot from different angles. And the ability to collect and score the long range through-ball has been
improved. Players can now perform tricks after a shot by spinning the ball into play, or use the
Authentic Manoeuvre to rapidly move the ball with hand-to-hand actions. The new Cruising Aid tackle
is featured as the ultimate ball-carrier aid, and by sending the ball into the air with the new ‘End of
Match’ action, players can end a match with a “restart” to play against a fresh opponent. FIFA 22
also features a new damage system that provides a more authentic experience in the midst of a fast,
full-contact match. Players now take more damage on tackle hits, can get injured when landing on
hard surfaces, and are subject to more stoppage time-related damage. FIFA 22 introduces a new
blood system as players now bleed more naturally, and take more damage when directly involved in
long-distance collisions. Players can also tear a muscle in a leg when tackled, with this injury taking
more time to heal. These changes allow players to feel more vulnerable and in pain, especially in
more physical games. When injured, players take longer to shake it off, meaning that they will not be
able to play the next game. FIFA 22 introduces a set of all-new matches and modes, including new
modes and a new Diamond Cup season mode in the FIFA Ultimate Team series. The FIFA Ultimate
Team series will now have more ways to compete with your friends

Features Key:
Prepare for the launch of FIFA by joining the beta now. The final worldwide launch date is November 3. To prepare for this momentous milestone, EA SPORTS has introduced this Beta Test and FIFA Mobile Caravan to help the millions of players who now have the opportunity to win unreleased FIFA items and receive exclusive beta access with the

reveal of the Live Cam™.

Career Mode, rival system powered by the new ‘HyperMotion Technology’ movement model
that keeps you brilliantly accurate. With this new dynamic movement model, players are
finally able to display real-life footballing technique that ensures your on-field heroics comes
to life through ground passes, controlled shots, feints, flicks, near misses and finesse.
A star-studded cast of the biggest names in football – Mickel Ogbonna, Paul Pogba, Zlatan
Ibrahimovic, Andres Iniesta, John Terry, Frank Lampard, Luis Suarez, Philipp Lahm, Miroslav
Klose, and Andrea Pirlo – to name just a few.
The game mode, “The Journey”, in which you play as a player in a competition that takes you
through the lower leagues, all the way up to the Premier League. With “The Journey”, players
can take their position as a PRO from first loan to close down some of the most sought-after
clubs in the world simply for the joy of playing with their favorite player. And if you are lucky,
you can do so on the same pitch where some of your favorite player played!
New in-game Stadium Editor. Check out the brand new stadium editor in FIFA 22 and how you can now build the ultimate football arena.
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